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A deep link between BH and host galaxy ➜ Feedback
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Overview
•

AGN feedback is necessary to establish BH-host
co-evolution

•

massive/fast AGN outflows seen in X-rays are
most probably provide feedback

•

Energetics/physical processes (how to regulate
host star formation) are still unclear
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The extreme WA case of NGC 1365
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Even more extreme: UFO
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Relevant for feedback

Kinetic luminosity of UFO is typically higher than 0.5-5 % LEdd
➜ UFO produce feedback
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Figure 9. Suzaku data and MONACO spectrum in 2–10 keV band with
L = 1 × 1044 erg s−1 , Ṁ = 10 M⊙ yr−1 , v 0 = v turb = 1000 km s−1 ,
β = 1 and Rmin = 20Rg . Best-fitting parameters are θ incl = 47.◦ 3 ± 0.◦ 4 and
# = 2.33 ± 0.01, and the redshift is fixed at z = 0.174 (v ≃ 0.308c). Fit
statistic is χ 2 = 106.49/105.

Fig. 11 shows the fluxed spectra of all Suzaku observations. Th
spectra show a large variability in both the continuum shape an
Fe absorption lines. At first sight this variability appears correlate
with strongest absorption lines in the hardest spectra. We first asse
the extent of the correlation of the absorption with spectral shap
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Building a coherent picture of AGN winds
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PDS 456

Figure 10. Left: Suzaku data and MONACO spectrum in 2–10 keV band with L = 1 × 1044 erg s−1 , Ṁ = 10 M⊙ yr−1 , v 0 = v turb = 1000 km s−1 , β =
Rmin = 20Rg and θ min = 35◦ . Best-fitting parameters are θ incl = 37.◦ 4 ± 0.◦ 4, # = 2.30 ± 0.01, and the redshift is fixed at z = 0.174 (v ≃ 0.308c). Fit statis
is χ 2 = 103.62/105. Right: Suzaku data and MONACO spectrum with blurred disc reflection in 2–10 keV band with L = 1 × 1044 erg s−1 , Ṁ = 10 M⊙ yr−
v 0 = v turb = 1000 km s−1 , β = 1, Rmin = 20Rg and θ min = 55◦ . Best-fitting parameters are θ incl = 56.◦ 8 ± 0.◦ 3, # = 2.40 ± 0.04 and reflection fraction R
Carlo
prediction
of spectrum. A
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➜ UFO is a real phenomenon!

Suzaku data
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Building a coherent picture of AGN winds
IRAS11119 z = 0.189
molecular outflow
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UFO

➜ UFO and molecular outflow parts
of the same wind
➜ Energy conserving flow

Multi-λspectra
- blueshifted [OIII]λ5007 but NO molecular outflow in
IR luminous galaxy
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Prospects of Athena for AGN feedback
Main science drivers of SWG 2.3
Athena shall measure the kinetic energy in nearby AGN outflows and understand how
accretion disks around SMBH launch winds and outflows
Athena shall probe the interaction of winds with their surroundings in local galaxies
to understand how gas, metals and energy accelerated by winds are transferred into
the IGM
➜ template for higher z universe
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Starburst driven
wind

Overview
• - “Feedback” in the form of starburst outflows plays an
important role in galaxy evolution, particularly
regulating star formation
•
•

How energetic are starburst winds, especially superwinds?
How efficiently do starburst winds transport metals to the IGM?

• - Starburst outflows are directly seen in UV absorption
and molecular gas studies but most energy is in the hot
“fluid” which potentially stays hot out into galaxy halos

For both edge-on and face-on
sight lines velocities of > 1000
From Strickland et al.
“ここに引用を入力してください。”
km s-1 may be observed
(2009)

–Johnny Appleseed

Tuesday Jan 20, 2009

WFXT

How Important is the Hot Wind Fluid?
From Strickland et al. 2009 IXO White paper
See also Melioli et al. (2013)

Total energy

Gas mass

“ここに引用を入力してください。”

–Johnny Appleseed

Simple model
single-kT, wind dominated
Strickland+09

16,000 count spectrum of SN-II enhanced 0.4 keV plasma
2.5 eV resolution

Line Velocity Diagnostics
Line centroid

Line width

“ここに引用を入力してください。”

–Johnny Appleseed

counts (0.3-2 keV)

Simulations by D. Strickland, starting with narrow lines
For ~ 2 eV spectral resolution, ~ 103 / 104 counts are required to constrain velocity centroid /
width to within 50-100 km s-1.
Centroid error likely dominated by calibration error above ~ 1000-2000 counts

Broad Line Diagnostics

Input model:
kT=0.4 keV, velocity width=500 km/s ZFe= 0.5, Z∝ = 1.5
Systematic error of 0.1 eV shown as dashed lines
Simulations done by M. Yukita

Toy Starburst Model
•

- Thompson et al. (2016) superwind with various β (mass-loading) values

•

- 6 kpc x 2 kpc diameter exponential hot disk ISM with kT=0.4 keV,
vrot=250 km/s

•

- Cold exponential disk absorber

•

- Beta-model hot halo with beta=0.5, kT=0.2, 0.3 solar, scale heights of 5
kpc x 4 kpc

•

- X-ray binaries distributed with power-law XLF along disk

•

- Soft X-ray background model from Henley & Shelton (2013)

•

- Simulated starbursts at 5 Mpc
Model and simulations by Edmund Hodges-Kluck

Toy Starburst Model
𝛃=0.2

𝛃=1.0

𝛃=0.5

NGC 253
Chandra

Lehmer et al. (2013)

Example Spectra

𝛃=0.2, ∆E=5 eV

𝛃=0.5, ∆E=5 eV
50 ks Simulations for an
M82-like starburst at 5
Mpc, 30” diameter
region 1’ along minor
axis

𝛃=0.2, ∆E=2.5 eV (X-IFU)

Black –Simulated data
Red – Total model
Green - Wind emission
Blue – Disk
Light Blue – Halo
Magenta - XRBs

M82 Diffuse-only X-IFU

NGC 253 X-IFU 100 ks Simulation

–Johnny Appleseed

What will the Athena Starburst Sample
Look Like?
1.4 m2 at 1 keV

2.0 m2 at 1 keV
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etc

5σ Exposure gives exposure time to get 10,000 counts in a 15”x15” region
X-IFU Surface Brightness is in counts s-1 arcmin-2 based on total diffuse X-ray luminosity and
source extent. Total includes bgd. which is < 10% of counts in most cases.
For mock observing plan, also included ULIRGS to have a total of 34 galaxies requiring 15
(10) Ms for 1.5 (2.0) m2 at 1 keV.

Prospects of Athena for starburst winds

• - Athena X-IFU observations promise to directly map out
• the diffuse X-ray flux in a sample of ~ 30 nearby starburst and ULIRG
galaxies
• Spectral modeling needs to include background, updated estimates on
achievable systematic energy calibration error

• - Velocity/metalicity structure and energetics in winds will be
quantitatively constrained. - Input to IGM/ICM

